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Let {X,)- be a continuous square integrable martingale. Denote its increasing 
(natural) process by {A,}. Let S, , T, be the left and right inverses of A4, , 
respectively. Then for any square integrable martingale {Y,: defined on (X,1, 
Y, = s: gd dX, , R, < t C: S, where S, = liml,x S, , R, = inf{t: Xt F 0) 
provided that Y(T(t)) is u(X(T(s)): s Q t)-measurable. All martingales are 
assumed to be zero at t = 0. Brownian motion and Poisson processes are 
considered also. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known [4, 6, 11, 161 that if {X,} is a martingale over a standard 
Brownian motion (B,} Xt = EX, + J-i+, dB,$ . Maisonneuve [ 121 gives an 
example which shows that the assertion is false if {B,) is replaced by a 
continuous square integrable martingale. Section 5 of this paper includes other 
examples. 
These and other processes are defined on a probability space (Q, a[, P). 
Such a space will be assumed, and reference to it may not be explicit throughout. 
In Section 4, we extend the forgoing representation to the case where the 
underlying process is a continuous martingale, whose associated increasing 
process does not depend on w E Q. Our method is a combination of mathematical 
induction and Ito’s formula for martingales [I 1, 151. The method is illustrated 
best in the Brownian motion case which we treat in Section 3. Results of general 
character, based on random time change techniques, will be given in Section 5. 
The same techniques of Sections 3 and 4 may be used to handle discontinuous 
martingales. We treat the Poisson process as an example in Section 6. 
If  {Z,}, t > 0 is a stochastic process, we write u(Z,~: s < t) for the o-algebra 
generated by (Z,: s < t). We say that Z, is continuous if it has continuous paths. 
In general, the following statements hold. Irt211t denotes the a-algebra generated 
by (‘91,: s > 0). 1, = 1 on -4, = zero off /I. Unexplained notation and termi- 
nology are found in [12]. 
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2. STOCHASTIC INTEGRALS 
Literature on stochastic integration is overwhelmed by terminology. To dispel 
confusion, we explain in this section stochastic integration relative to right- 
continuous martingales. We shall specify (explicitly) the class of objects to be 
integrated. This class is fairly wide when one integrates relative to Brownian 
motion, but not as wide in general, and care must be given accordingly. No proof 
will be given. The reader may consult [I 1, 161. 
Let (Q, ‘$I, P) be a probability space, ‘211t , t 3 0 an increasing right-continuous 
family of sub-o-algebras of PI. We assume that ti,, contains all P negligible sets. 
Let 
Jk’ = (M: M = (n/r, , aI,), right-continuous martingale, M, = 0, 
and sup EMt2 < +a}. 
t 
For X E .H we have Doob-Meyer [8, 13-151 decomposition. 
where M = (Mt , *U,) E .4, and (X, X>, is the unique (natural) increasing 
process. 
Also, for X, Y EJ!, we have by (I): 
Thus, 
(X, + Y,)? = M,‘l) + (X + Yjt ) 
(X, - I’)’ = Mt(2) f- (X - Yjt, 
Write 
X,Y, = M$ + $[(X + Y) - <x - Y)]. 
(X9 Y> = a[@ + v - <x - n1; 
(X, Y) is the unique (natural) bounded variation process, such that 
XY - (X, Y> is a martingale. The reader is referred to [9] for properties and 
use of (X, Y). 
To abbreviate our notation, we sometimes write A, in place of (X, X>, . 
Let P denote the u-algebra generated by the sets of the form (s, t] x -4,) where 
s < t and A, E +?I*. P is called a predictable o-algebra (other terms may be 
used ) and is very well measurable. Intervals (s, t] may be replaced by stochastic 
intervals (S, T] (see [7, 171). 
C(P) = /f:f: [O, +co) x D --t R, P-measurable, f(t, *) is &-adapted, 
and E eo+= f*(s, w) dA4, < +a; . r 
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As usual R denotes the reals and adapted means measurable. A function of the 
form 
where s1 < t, < s2 < ta < ... and g(s, , .) is ‘LISti-measurable is clearly a 
P-measurable simple function. Put 
i+Lf(g, 4 dx, = i g(s, ,4 [Xtk - Al-sLl. 
-0 I;=1 
Replacing f  by f  * 1 Io,tI we define 
Some properties are: Jif(~, w) dX, is a martingale, 
E [‘f(s, w) dX, = 0 
-0 
and E [Jotf(s, w) dam]’ = E [/otf~(s, w) cam,] . 
(*I) 
The simple functions inL’(P) are dense inL”(P), relative to the metric induced 
by (II). This fact enables us to define Jif(~, W) d.XS for alIfE L”(P). 
From now on except in rare circumstances we shall abbreviate Jif(~, W) d9, 
by J-kf* dXs or by Jof dx. 
We must remark that Ji fs dXs is right-continuous (continuous) or rather can 
be defined as such, if {.zt) is right-continuous (continuous). Also that: 
for all 2 E ,L!. 
Finally, one may relax the condition sup, EX,” < + zo in the definition of ,X 
to EStS < i-m for every t > 0, with the corresponding condition 
E[Jifa2 d=l,] < +oz for every t > 0, in the definition of L?(P). 
Two elements X, YE & are called orthogonal, written Xl Y if ‘X, Y;> = 0. 
A subset -4’ C ,X is called a stable subspace [1 1, 161 (i) if S, Y E ,V -- 
S + I’ E Jt’ (ii) if X E N then sif, dXS E ,Y for all f ELB(P), and (iii) if 4’ 
is closed in the metric induced by sup, E,Y,” < + 30. It is easy to show that 
N(X) = {Jii? dX,: f ELa(P)}, X E &‘, is a stable subspace. 
If  S. I’ are elements of J? then I’ == I-, + I:? (uniquely), 1-i E ,,+“(.X), 
r, 1 L f’(S). 
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3. BROWNIAN MOTION CASE 
Let {B,}, t > 0 be a standard Brownian motion with B, = 0. Let +%‘ut = 
a(&: s < t) be the u-algebra generated by (B,: s < t). It is assumed that ‘!I, 
contains all negligible sets, and that {!I[,), t 2 0, is right-continuous. 
THEORE~I 1. Let (Y, , !I(,) be a right-continuous martingale satisfying 
supt EYt2 < $00 and Y, = 0. Then 
Irt = stfSdB8, f ELZ(P). 
0 
Y, = 0 is no real restriction. It only simplifies the notation; i.e., if Y. # 0 
we replace Y, by Yt - Y, . 
The proof will make use of the following simple lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let (X, , SJ and (Yi , St) be two arbitrary martingales. If 
EX,Y, = 0, for eoery t > 0 then EX,Y, = Ofor all s, t > 0. 
Proof. EX,Y, = EE{X,Yt 1 FsAt} = 0. Here s A t denotes the minimum of 
s and t. 
Proof of Theorem 1. By Section 2 we decompose Y uniquely as Y = 
Y(l) + Y@), where Yi*) = J-ifs dB, and Yc2) 1 N(B). (Recall that M(B) is 
the stable space generated by B = {B,}.) We will show Yt2) = 0 by showing 
Y$ = 0 for an arbitrary but a fixed to . Since for an arbitrary finite sequence of 
nonnegative numbers t, , t, ,..., t, , BtIB, ..’ Bt E L2(B,: s > 0), the set of 
linear combinations of functions of the f&m Bt:Bt2 ... B,* , n > 1, is dense 
in L2(Bs: s > 0). Thus it suffices to show that EY$BtlBt2 ... Btn = 0. By Lem- 
ma 1, EY$B, = 0 for every t 3 0. Assume that EYj~)B,IB, ... Bin = 0 for all 
0 < ti < +a, i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Introduce the functions qua and2vij , defined as 
~+4~Bt, *** BtJ = B$to ... BtimlBti+, *.a Bt, , 
m(Bt,B, ..* BtJ = Bt&, a.. &-tBti+l .-a Btj-$4j+l a*- Btk, 
i.e., vi knowcks out the ith factor and vii knocks out ith and jth factors. By Ito’s 
formula [l 1, 151, applied on BtAtlBtAt, ... Bt,tn+l , we have 
Here P)~ , p’ij are acting on BSAtlBSAtp ... Bsnt,+l . 
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Take t 3 maximum oft, ,..., t,+l. The left-hand side is just Bt,Bta .‘. B, . 
By Lemma 1, EYji’ . ~~~~ j: vi d&At. = 0. Since \:BsAt, , BSAtj) equals z’&- 
zero, EYji’ . & ~~,~~, J-iqij d(BSA1,BSAtjj = 0, by Fubini’s theorem and the 
induction hypothesis. The proof is complete. 
4. AN EXTENSION 
\I’e continue with the notation and assumptions given in Section 2. 
THEOREM 4.1. Zf there is an X E A’, X is continuous, ‘?I, = 0(X7: s 2~ t), and 
A, is independent of w E Q, then Y, I= sAvS dS, , for ezery I-E A. Here CJI 
depends on I‘. 
Proof. E X, jp < +co, 0 <p < +lx, follows from Burkholder’s inequal- 
ity [2]. (See a neat proof of this in [5, pp. 2761.) 
L41ternatively the assertion follows from the random time change technique; 
however, we take up this technique in Section 5. As before, St, ... S,,, t 
Lyx’,: s 3 0) by Holder’s inequality. Again the set of linear combinations of 
functions of the form X t1 ... Xi” is dense in Lz(Xs: s 11; 0). 
The rest of the proof is exactly as before, escept for the change of B, to S, . 
It might be useful to remark that exp(B, - (t/2)) is a martingale, whose 
associated increasing process is not independent of w E Q, yet every martingale 
defined on it is given by stochastic integral. To see this, one need only notice 
that eBf-(f’2) .= 1 + J-~eB~-(sj.2) dB,. 
5. GENERAL CASE 
The main tool in this section is the so-called random time change [I, 10, 1 I]. 
To begin, let XE M, suppose X is continuous, and further, assume that 
91, =-= ups: s .< t). 
For I- E A, to be written as Y, = si v5 dX, , Y must be continuous, and its 
paths must be constants whenever paths of X are constants. R’Iore precisely, if 
C, z= the union of the intervals of constancy of a process Z, then we must have 
C,CC,. 
Assisted by Examples 5.1 and 5.2 below we shall conclude that there are 
Y’s E d which do not satisfy the condition C, C C, . In other words, stochastic 
integral representation is not valid for square integrable martingales, in general. 
Maisonneuve [ 121, in his example, exploits the continuity aspect of the problem. 
To arrive at the examples, and proceed further, we must consider several 
measurability problems. An %,-stopping time or more briefly a stopping T is an 
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extended real-valued random variable such that {T < t} E ‘2l, for every t. 
(UT, the past, denotes the u-algebra generated by 
{A: A n (T < t) E f& for every t}. 
%r- the strict past [l], is the o-algebra generated by ‘2& n (t < T), t >, 0. 
Let r a real number, define T, = inf{t > Y: X, # X,}. The following example 
(Example 5.1) due to C. Dolean-Dade, shows that ‘91,. f # %r, . 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let {B,} be a Brownian motion relative to a family {dt} of 
increasing, right-continuous, containing all null sets. Take 0 < Y < sr < s2 ,
and take B E &+ , but B # af,. . Let 
define 
v(s, w) = l&J) 1 (J,.s,l(s); 
Clearly (X, , ,&) is a continuous martingale. Let .JF~ = u(X,: s 6 t) be the com- 
pleted u-algebra generated by {X,}. W e may and do assume that {St> is right- 
continuous, for otherwise we replace Ft by pt = ns,, Fs . Take 
O<r<s,<t<s, and A = {CO: X, = X, on [Y, t]}, 
Here X, z 0. Then A = complement B 4 d7, so that A 4 9,. A E $=, since 
An{T,<s}=4 if s < t, 
= A n {Tr < t}, if s 3 t. 
+ E Fr (trivially), A n {T, < t] E Ft , for A E Ft . 
As noted T, takes on infinity as a value. One could modify the example to have 
T, finite. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let 
Y(s, u) = Is(U) 1 C.S,.S~J(~) + 1 (s,.~,l(~), 
where 0 < Y  < sr < s2 < sa < sp . Everything else is as before (Example 5.1), 
with the resulting T, is finite. Since A = {t < T,}, A E ST,- by [3]. So not only 
9r, # .FP, but further (9r- C 9$), gyr- z Fr. 
Now we claim that there is a martingale {Yt} defined on {X,}, such that 
YT # Y, . Simply take Yt = E{l, 1 Ft}, where %t = 0(X,: s < t), 
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By the martingale property the left-hand side is I’,,T; therefore (by letting 
t4 a), 
In preparation for a general theorem under which stochastic integral repre- 
sentation is valid, recall that -4t = (6, X), . Let S(t) = inf{r: -dr 3 t} and 
T(t) = inf{r: -dr > t}. S and Tare increasing, with ‘&-stopping times for each t. 
is right-continuous; S is left-continuous. Since --I, = inf(r: T(r) > t), A, is 
&-tt)-stopping time. Denoting by P’ the predictable sets generated by 
&> 1 (ad4 
where g(u) is dlrc,,-measurable, we have: 
LEMMA 5.1. If  f(s, w), is P predictable, then f( T(s), CO) is P’ predictable. 
Proof. It is enough (and we will do just that), to prove the lemma for func- 
tions of the form 
ds, ~1 = g(a) hd(4 
where g(a) is %,-measurable. By elementary manipulations, 
$(s, w) = d T(s), w) = da) 1 (o.dTs) 
= da) 1 LOLLERS), 
g(a) is PI,,c,,-measurable. This simply follows from PI,,(,, 1 PI, , since 
TA(a) 3 a. 
Hence 4 is P’-predictable. 
LEMMA 5.2. If f (s, CO) is P’ predictable then f (A(s), CO) is P-predictable. 
Proof. Again we prove the lemma for functions of the form 
cph w) = ‘tw 1 co1w, 
where g(u) is 2l=(,,-measurable. Now 
9(5 WI = d44t w) 
= s(a) 1 h.bl(AS) 
= da> 1(7k.~b1(4, 
since Ta < s < Tb if and only if Ta < T-A(s) .< Tb. Hence q5 is P predictable. 
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In order to utilize the so-called random time change, we join to (Q, 2l, P) 
a probability space (Q’, PI’, P’) independent of (Q, 21, P), and carrying a standard 
Brownian motion {B,‘}. Let A, = lim,,, A,; then 
&J, QJ’) = W(t), w) + MY4 - &4,(41 * lk>A,) 9 (*I 
using [5, pp. 2921 (see also [1, pp. 122]), is a Brownian motion. This formula 
suggests (at least), the possibility of representations of representing YE A, 
up to t < S, = lim,,, S(t). More precisely we have 
TKEOREM 5.1. For YE A!, if Y( T(t)) is u(X( T(s)): s < t)-mawable, then 
Yt=~;y$dX,,R,<t<S,. 
Proof. By (*), 
Y(W)) = Jot +, d-W(s)), t<4 \ . m , 
using Lemma 5.2 and the fact that X and A have the same intervals of con- 
stancy. Let [R, , RJ, I3 , %I, 0.. be the invervals of constancy of A, R, > R, = 
inf{t: X, # O}. These may be identified more precisely, by letting T, = the 
time of the ith jump of T, then Ri = S( TJ and Ri+l = T(T,). 
For t E (R. , RA, (R, , R&-, T is one to one; i.e., not only AT(t) = t, but 
also TA(t) = t. Consequently 
Y(t) = Y(TA(t)) = JoAlt’ vps dX(Ts) 
s TA(t) Z 9)As d-J& 0 t 
Z= 
s 
‘?A, dx, - 
0 
The evaluation of Y(t) elsewhere is a little more delicate. 
Put V, = Y(T(t)), and note that the Ti’s are stopping times relative to ‘3Ir~) . 
Now: 
and 
VT* = s Twi) tpAs dX, = j- Ri+l vAs dX, . 0 0 
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Again, by constancy of XS on [Rj , Ri+J, JTTi- = brr,, implying Y(HJ -- 
E’(R,+,) = F(t), R: < t < R,+l by the martingale property of I’. since the 
Ri’s are *a,-stopping times. 
COROLLARY 5.1. If in addition to the hypothesis of Theorem 5.1, I’, is continuous 
and constant on [S, , CO), then 
& = [f#rdX,. 
‘0 
6. POISSON PROCESS CASE 
Let (X,> be, now, a right-continuous square integrable martingale. By [l I], 
S, -= Xtc + Xtd, Xc being the continuous component and Xd the totall! 
discontinuous part. Using [I 1, 161: 
for any twice continuously differentiable f. 
Specializing to Poisson process, let (Nt} be a Poisson process, with intensit! 
X --.= I. As is well known X, == Nt - t is a martingale. For this X, f (X,) -= 
$J’(XS-) C, + &t [f(XJ -f (XSp) -f ‘(X-) AS,]. Note that XC 1: 0 in 
this case. By applying the formula on the f’s of the form f(x, y,...) -~ xy -‘., 
and observing that AX8 == 0 or 1, we may represent any martingale I’ defined 
on IX,) by the methods of Section 3. 
Remarks. Dellacharie [6], uses Levey characterization of Brownian motion 
in his proof. Ke have used mathematical induction. Dellacharie’s proof was 
brought to our attention after we wrote Sections 3 and 6. 
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